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Traditional central banking…
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Central bank objective



Price stability not a sufficient condition for financial 
system stability…
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Financial instability



Expanded mandate
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… price and financial 

stability

Central bank mandates…

Global financial crisis (2007…)



Financial stability mandate of SARB

 Letter from the MoF to the Governor - “…and re-affirm the 

role that the Bank plays in overseeing and maintaining 

financial stability” (Feb 2010)

 ‘A safer financial sector to serve South Africa better’ (Red 

book) – “The Reserve Bank is best placed to play the role of a 

macroprudential supervisor” (Feb 2011)

 Twin peaks implementation document – “…the South 

African Reserve Bank is now explicitly mandated to oversee 

and maintain the South African financial system’s stability” 

(2014)

 Legislation – included in the Financial Sector Regulation Bill 

– “…protecting and enhancing financial stability” (2015)
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Defining financial stability…

“. . . financial stability refers to a financial system that

is resilient to systemic shocks, facilitates efficient

financial intermediation and mitigates the

macroeconomic costs of disruption in such a way

that confidence in the system is maintained.”

(SARB Financial Stability Review)
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Example systemic shocks
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DISTURBANCES COUNTRIES TRIGGERS/CAUSES

Asset price shock USA (2000) Adjustments in 

equity values   

Banking crises Japan (1998-2003) Moral hazard

Turkey (2001) Under-capitalised

Argentina (2001) Depositor run

Currency crises East Asia (1997) Current account 

Turkey (2001) Capital outflows

South Africa (2001) Contagion

Argentina (2001) Fixed exchange rate

Debt crises Argentina (2001) Gov. debt default

Japan (2002) Corporate debt

Financial crisis USA (1998) LTCM

11 Sept 2001 EMEs (2001) Risk aversion

Global financial crisis USA (2007/8/9) Subprime lending

Sovereign debt crisis Euro area (2010) Government debt



Financial regulatory reform
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SARB – pursuing its goals

(internal relationships)
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SARB financial stability responsibility (1)

 “Protecting and enhancing financial stability” (FSR Act)

 Monitor global and domestic environments through 

quantitative and qualitative indicators 

 Identify possible vulnerabilities

 Mitigate through policy action (macroprudential policy)

 …take steps to mitigate risks to financial stability…advising financial 

regulators of steps to take… (FSR Act 12(b))
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SARB financial stability responsibility (2)

 “Governor may declare a systemic event…” (FSR 

Act)

 SARB to take steps to prevent, mitigate, manage…

and may give directives to financial regulators to 

provide information…take action

 Directive may include:
 Increasing resilience of financial institution

 Preventing spread of risk 

 Restructuring, resolution or winding-up of financial institution 

(FSR Act 18(2)b)
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Macroprudential policy
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 Target the sources of systemic risk

 Systemic risk is defined here as the risk of

disruptions to the provision of key financial services

that is caused by an impairment of all or parts of the

financial system, and which can cause serious

consequences for the real economy

 Systemic risks are usually divided into cyclical and

structural risks

 …aims at (1) strengthening the resilience of the

financial system and (2) leaning against the

financial cycle



Framework for macroprudential decision-making
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Systemic risk assessment 
using macroprudential

indicators
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Building a case for 
macroprudential intervention
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 When, despite continued application of monetary

policy and microprudential supervision, the level

and distribution of risk in the financial system

intensifies…

 Factors to consider:

- assess potential cost to expected benefits

- inactivity may have a cost (GFC)

- timing is important



Selecting and implementing 
macroprudential instruments

 Often consists of microprudential tools applied on sectoral 

basis for macroprudential purposes (eg. countercyclical capital 

buffer)

 Target the sources of systemic risk (liquidity, maturity 

mismatches, leverage, interconnectedness)

 Is the instrument appropriate and the impact assessable?

 Three important criteria:

– understanding of the relevant transmission mechanisms

– avoid unintended consequences

– focus on instruments whose application is simple, 

predictable and transparent
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Macroprudential policies
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Policy instrument Potential indicators

Capital-based instruments

Countercyclical capital buffers Measures of credit (credit-to-GDP gap) 

Sectoral capital requirements Sectoral credit growth, real estate 

prices, distribution of borrowing

Dynamic provisioning Credit growth and specific provisions

Asset-side instruments

Maximum leverage ratios Total assets to bank equity

LTVs and DTIs Real estate prices, price-to-rent ratios, 

mortgage credit growth, household 

vulnerabilities

Liquidity-based instruments

Countercyclical liquidity requirements 

(LCR and NFSR)

Liquid assets to total assets, loans to 

long-term funding, loan-to-dep ratios

Margins and haircuts in markets Margins and haircuts, bid-ask-spreads



Coordination with other policies

 Complementarities and possible conflicts with other 

policies

- Monetary policy - macroprudential policy clearly interacts and is 

interdependent

- Microprudential (institution specific) policies

- Fiscal policies

- Market conduct

- Macroprudential capital flow measures
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Conclusion and way forward

 SARB discussion paper (“A new macroprudential policy 

framework for South Africa”)
(http://www.resbank.co.za/Lists/News%20and%20Publications/Attachments/7

547/Macroprudential%20policy.pdf)

 Rationale and principles of the proposed framework

 FSR Bill passed by Parliament (awaiting sign-off by the 

President), to provide SARB with necessary legal powers to 

fulfill its financial stability responsibilities

 FSR Bill provides for institutional structures; SARB to create 

structures internally

 Development of framework, instruments, calibration and 

understanding of transmission mechanisms in progress

 Coordination with monetary policy important challenge
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The end
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